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Creative Brief
What needs to happen?
Create awareness of Vancouver as a travel destination for Canadians.

Community Insight
• Many East coast 

Canadians have 
never been to 
Vancouver.

• Canadians want to 
know and visit more 
of their own country.

Brand Insight
Vancouver wants to showcase why
they are different and unique from
other cities in Canada and around the
world highlighting natural beauty and
the creative arts side of their tourism
product. There is nowhere more
beautiful in Canada than Vancouver.
Vancouver is filled with beauty on both
the inside and out.

Cultural Insight
Canadians prefer 
to go somewhere 
warm or new rather 
than visit another 
place in Canada.

Social Insight
People are open to discuss
Vancouver as a beautiful
place but don’t see it as a
cultural destination. Travel
costs are still expensive to fly
around Canada compared to
all inclusive packages to the
Caribbean (Cuba, Mexico,
Dominican Republic).

Brand Action
Promote to Canadians that there is lots to discover in 
Vancouver.

Brand Territory
• Digital, Social Media
• Google, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube.
• Blogs, vlogs, PR Articles.
• Work with Air Canada and West Jet

Behavior we wish to create
• More people searching Vancouver on Google.



Influencer Marketing Campaign

u Influencer Marketing is the future of 
Marketing

u Consumers trust influencers 3x more 
than they trust ads.

u This is the direction forward



YouTube Web-series and Pre-roll Ads

u Pay popular East coast Canadian travel 
and lifestyle influencers to do a Web-series 
about their trip to Vancouver.

u Get them to document their trip and 
highlight the special events and scenic 
places they visit/attend.

u Get permission in contract to run pre-roll 
ads promoting their videos on the 
Vancouver Tourism YouTube Channel.



Instagram and Facebook Ads

u We will support the web-series 
by showing behind the scenes 
photos and pictures of these 
influencers on their journey 
around Vancouver (Through 
ads)



u Promote the Hashtag 
#WhileInVancouver and 
encourage locals and visitors to 
use that hashtag and make it 
popular/trend

Instagram and Facebook Ads cont.



u Part of the contract with the 
influencers will be for them to 
also use the Hashtag to help 
push quality content and get 
others to use the hashtag to 
show case their 
trip/adventure

Instagram and Facebook Ads cont.



u The best pictures will 
be featured on the 
Vancouver tourism 
website.

Instagram and Facebook Ads cont.



Twitter Chat

u During the Entertainment Season (October 
to Dec), invite East Coast cultural 
reporter/lifestyle bloggers to live Tweet and 
report on key events. The plan is to engage 
with locals, but also sharing with their 
community through organic conversation, 
while hosted on the @MyVancouver twitter 
account. Ads to promote the chat will run on 
both accounts

u What events they are going to, how the 
event is and behind the scenes footage of 
the event.



Questions?


